
Beat those winter blues with some comfy UGG Boots 

UGG boots are a phenomenon that seemed to take off almost instantly. Worn by celebrities and 

normal people alike, UGG boots gave people the opportunity to feel like the stars they adored. Well-

known for being extremely comfy and keeping those toes snug and warm during the winter months, it 

is no wonder that they are as popular as they are. 

Since their stratospheric rise to fame, UGG boots have developed from the simple tan range to a 

number of ranges with different colours and designs, different lengths – there is really something for 

everyone! 

The birth of the UGG boot 

UGG boots originated in Australia and are sheepskin boots with a fleece lining. There are many cheap 

imitations around but none stand up to the quality of the real thing. Although much better suited to the 

winter months, it is not uncommon to see people wearing them at any other time – they are too comfy 

not to! 

Where can I buy them? 

UGG boots are now so popular that the majority of retailers stock them, whether in store or online. 

There are many different colours and designs available and many imitations so it definitely pays to be 

careful when shopping around for your own pair. It is advisable to use a retailer that you have used 

before to make sure that you are getting the real thing – if the price seems too good to be true, then it 

probably is. It may be tempting to take retailers up on their cheap offer but the reality is you are 

probably buying one of the many fake cheap quality pairs. Genuine UGG boots retail at over £100, 

any less than that and it pays to be wary. 

How do I know what will suit me best? 

Before committing to buying any pair, make sure that the colour and style are for you. There is 

nothing worse than getting something home and realising it probably isn’t. If possible, visit physical 

retailers and try a few different styles on. If it isn’t possible and you are shopping online, don’t 

impulse buy. Go away and come back when you think you have chosen the right pair. New designs 

are realised every season so if it is close to the new lines coming out, maybe wait a while and see if 

your perfect pair reduce in price slightly.  

Make sure to get the most of your money too by shopping around – if one shop doesn’t have your 

perfect style, another might. Don’t settle for second best.  

UGG boots are perfect for the winter months and a staple in any woman’s wardrobe. Make sure to 

choose wisely. 


